VISION / Q-POLICY IMEDCO AG
Vision IMEDCO AG
IMEDCO AG is the leading company worldwide which specializes in development, planning, production and
installation of high-quality and innovative RF- and magnetic shielding. The operational purpose is
predominantly in the medical sector. But we also provide solutions for the technical and industrial sectors (e.g.
for research purposes).

Mission statement / Q-Policy IMEDCO AG
Market segment und position in the market
→ We produce high-quality, innovative, customer- and solution-oriented, economical and user-friendly
systems. In combination with our consulting and service performance, we ensure the best possible service in
order to meet the steadily increasing customer requirements. The balance between our products, service and
customer requirements is our highest dictate.
→ A strong position in the European market, world-wide sales presence and diversification into related
products and services are factors of vital importance to secure our future.
→ With our quality management ISO 9001 and the associated process flows, we strive to produce high-quality
and innovative shielding’s incl. service and consulting, accomplished through continuous improvement.

Organization
→ As a globally active company, our organization has subsidiaries and representatives in other countries to
adapt to the constantly changing demands of local markets. As an AEO certified company, we are considered a
secure partner in the whole supply chain.

Economic objectives
→ The greatest asset IMEDCO AG has to defend is our independence. This is consolidated by entering
agreements of cooperation with strong, reputable partners. This continuously ensures our freedom of selfdetermination.
→ We must earn a profit to secure our independence and the company’s commercial freedom.

Employees
→ We promote quality awareness in our employees. Our quality principles must be understood, maintained,
practiced and passed on by the employees.
→ Security and safety requirements in the workplace are of great importance to our company and are in
compliance with FCOS Directive 6508.
→ We promote the personal and professional development of our employees within the scope of our
capabilities.
→ We take part in a constructive feedback culture.

Relation to our customers and suppliers
→ Fair, clearly defined conditions guarantee long-term business relationships with our customers and
suppliers.

Relation to other interested parties
→ We pursue a policy of respectful cooperation with the authorities and other public institutions.
Environment
→ We take care not to adversely affect the environment. The deliberate use of environmentally friendly
materials and careful handling of any resources and materials is for us of the highest priority.
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